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About This Game

Black Mist is a 2D, roguelike action game
that is aiming to provide tense atmosphere and impatience.

All stages are covered by darkness,
thus it is necessary to shoot shiny bullets to the darkness,

pay attention to the sounds from enemies, and move carefully.

But be careful... bullets and your life are shared as "Energy",
and the enemy's power and ferocity will be increase with the passage of time.

You have to annihilate the enemies in the room without a depletion of energy,
and seek for an exit.

Features

・RANDOM GENERATED MAP
The composition of the room, the position of the enemy,
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the kinds of the enemy etc, changes every time.
You have to proceed while anticipating what kind of threat is lurking in the dark.

・BLACK MIST
All stages are filled with Black Mist.

Black Mist will increase by passage of time, and if there is not enough energy,
enemy's power and durability will be more stronger, and behavior pattern will be dangerous.

・ENERGY
Energy is your life and is also your bullet.

Defeated enemy will drop energy certainly.

・EQUIPMENT and BATTERY
There are 49 kinds of equipment in this game.

To use equipment, there is need to set some batteries on it,
thus not all equipment can use at same time.

Battery can be removed and be reset into the other equipment.
However, it consumes a certain amount of energy when activate equipment,

it might be dangerous to replace equipment frequently.

・ENEMIES
There are 26 kinds of enemies in this game,

and every enemy has 2 superior versions that have different action pattern.
When you reach the end, there is LAST BOSS as 27th enemy.
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Title: Black Mist
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
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Nyan_Fort
Publisher:
Nyan_Fort
Release Date: 4 Aug, 2017
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great game for cheap! 10/10. this is a garbage pay to win game where the reward for paying is not even worth it if you dont pay
you have a gun with a 7 second delay in between each shot. this is a great management game that is alot of fun but i cannot
reccommend at the time as items that i order keep dissapearing and leaving me short, this means it takes me longer to get
objectives done and leaves me frustrated. hopefully it is something that will be fixed but until then i just cannot enjoy the game..
this game is kind of fun, its very much like the demo but each level you get exciting new weapons and maps, the jokes becaome
a little better too :)

if each levels was a little shorter the game was 10x better, but I still recommend this game worth the price for me. A neat little
puzzle game to play in your free time.. Note: Game was played on Xbox One Controller

I was really looking forward to this game and was very excited when I saw it released on steam. However, I was quite
disappointed by the experience. Despite playing for only a short amount of time, what I had played was very off-putting.

My impressions of the game:

1. The controls and "feel" of the game:

Growing up I played a lot of other 3D platformers such as Spyro, Crash Bandicoot, Super Mario, etc and I strongly believe that
one of the reasons they are so highly acclaimed is because of their control scheme and character movement. In FreezeMe, I
constantly became frustrated by the clunky movement and "heaviness" of the character. Perhaps this is intentional, but I found it
both tedious and annoying. Good luck trying to perfom percise jumps with ease and fluidity.
Also, when trying to move the "Camera" to freeze objects or enemies, the inversion of the joystick made it so much more
difficult than it should have been. There is not a fix to this as far as I know.

2. Level Design:

Yes, FreezeME is definitely a bright and colorful game with large environments to explore. There is no doubting that. However,
I wouldn't say that numerous floating squares and other shapes in the sky that must be jumped on to progress is good level
design. That, coupled with poor movement, left me pulling my hair out as a missed jump meant falling all the way back to the
ground and having to restart my climb.

3. The Camera:

The game camera in FreezeME can be finicky at times but after messing around with the settings, I found a workaround.
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4. Music:

From what I experienced, the music was well composed, but it was easy to see how the repetitiveness of the track (the first one
at least) could get annoying.

5. Artwork:

As previously noted, the artwork of the game is quite enjoyable with bright, cartoony colors.

Overall, this game has the potential to be great but as the reasons state above, I cannot reccommend it at this point in time. If
you were looking for the next Crash Bandicoot, Banjo-Kazooie, or Spyro, you, much like I, will be disappointed. I hope that
these problems will be fixed in future updates.

5/10
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I have played this game on and off for the last 15 years. Had it on CD, have purchased a few times since then. I love this game.

I have one problem. I cannot seem to get the animations to work correctly on my computer, as in when a building is on fire, or
being occupied/worked there is no animation, just the standard building. There are no flags on top of the temples, there are no
flames on buildings, or lights in the mines, the water dont even fill up, they all just look empty. I right click and they are fully
staffed, and they all operate correctly with the mechanics. If I wasnt so familiar with the game I would be very confused. Even
as a seasoned veteran of a player, it still causes me problems as far as proper management, but I still enjoy it, and the game
works well.

I still miss the old days before the game was optimized when you could set the speed to 100%, and the game would do a mix of
the 100% and 90% speeds, so you would get a smoother game play in comparison to now where it is all in on a single speed.
Those were the days of a happy middle.. I can't even play the game...
When I open it the "intro" runs, then my computer goes to the dekstop.
then my friend explained to me "you have to click restart in sandbox mode to get to the game"
so I did that. half way through the loading screen game goes to desktop.
WHY IS THERE NO WINDOWED
WHY IS THERE NO HUD
WHY ARE THERE NO SETTINGS OTHER THAN RESOLUTION
when these things are fixed I may be able to play the game and give it an actual review, my friend seems to run it fine and says
it's a great game but until this game is optimized or adds a lower graphics setting I will not be able to play.

Edit: I have decided to make the review positive because even though my game does not work, the customer service is some of
the best I have ever seen. The staff respond very fast and give helpful advice.. This game has potential, it's one of those puzzle
games and you get a bow and arrow. The problem is nothing is satisfying in this game other than the movement. There is not
enough sound effects, not enough animations, it's like playing a badass game that is not badass. It feels like a toy bow and arrow
and I think the bow just needs more sounds and animations to make this game fun. Also the bow shoots at a horizontal angle
which doesn't make sense to me. But on the bright side Aro Games, you have a good smooth engine, you just need to work on
the action packed satisfaction in my opinion, and just the sound overall.. The gun is underwhelming, being a bad hybrid between
an assault rifle and an LMG. It sacrifices 200 ammo, 100 magazine and a lot of ammo pickup just so you can aim down sights.
The meat of this pack is the anarchist perk deck, reducing your max health but massively increasing armor, up to 400 with the
ICTV. Great for deathwish and one down difficulties if you prefer armor over dodge, but you need to play aggressive for your
armor to regenerate.
Sydney as a character is up to personal preferance.. Having bought Cities: Skylines after After Dark's release, I didn't realize
how much of this content wasn't part of the base game: My coastal city industrial economy depends on the use of the Cargo Hub
to keep traffic off the roads, the day\/night cycle is a core part of the amazing vistas I admire while playing, and the plethora of
leisure and tourism related buildings and features are a core part of all my cities.

Looking at its features directly, it is maybe not the most exciting DLC (it certainly would've been underwhelming as a first
expansion), but as someone who bought at a later time, I can appreciate the core features this DLC brings to the game.. The
game is great, but the graphic is broken. I tried on both of my computers, they doesn't work well.. Very good and short. It hits
you right in the feels. :(. no complains u get for what u have paid for. Now, what have we here?
Actually, I should compare this one with a raw, unpolished diamond. It's worth a lot and pretty cool if you have it, but it could
be made into so much more!
Don't get me wrong, I'm upvoting it for a reason. Even without fulfilling its whole potential it is still quite fun to play, but read
on, if you expect a sci-fi arcade/shooter or anything action-oriented!

First of all, the graphics: This is the only game I have for Vive (or can run with my Vive via 3rd party drivers) that my system
can't handle. That's not because my computer is that bad or the game isn't optimized, it's just that the graphics are really really
good! It's actually one of those games that really make use of a 3D environment and even on low settings is nice to look at,
without getting a headache!

The gameplay, the part most people might find offputting: It's very good at what it is supposed to deliver: A lonesome, quiet
journey through a desolate region of space, your only friends being two giant metal drones and a quite useless flying orb
computer that doesn't talk much... or at all. If you expect action like in X:Rebirth, Freelancer, Elite or anything similar to those,
you are at the wrong adress. Your worst enemy here is time. It is the core element of the game and can really get your blood
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pumping if you are in the middle of a solar storm, without any resources, a drone that's damaged and you need to make some
critical repairs with just three minutes of oxygen remaining.
I personally play it with rather easy settings in order to relax, enjoy a journey through space and I also love to tinker with the
drones, replacing parts, upgrading parts and exploring the galaxy.

Movement in this game is not relevant. You teleport from zone to zone and move around only in your dedicated playspace. You
need some space, as indicated on the store page, or it will be hard to do your tasks. Althought you don't go around the ship you
still have to be pretty active sometimes. Some parts can only be accessed from below, which is easier while crouching. Some
parts have to be accessed from above, thus forcing you to bent over. It looks really funny for people watching you play, as it
looks like you are working on an invisible car.

I really hope there will be further expansions regarding content since there is so much potential, so many things that could be
added! The game in its current state delivers what it promises on the store page but I think that is about 20% of what could be
there. If you like the idea of the lonesome roguelike and are a fan of repairing and tinkering, this is definetly something for you,
but if you expect a storyline, combat or something along these lines, this isn't what you are looking for. The devs are still active,
listening and are patching the game (although I did not encounter any bugs) and hopes are high among the current players, that
there will be some expansion or DLC.
I personally would set the game's price a bit lower but it is still adequate.

I would really recommend you to try it out, it is a quite remarkable experience, especially if you are not used to loneliness and
the feeling of being lost and, of course, if you like sci-fi games!. I bought this game sight unseen because it ticked a lot of boxes
for me. Procedural levels? Varied hacking mechanics? Stealth? Varied missions? A lovely aesthetic? Sign me up.

This is a fascinating game. The tools at your disposal to do things are really fun. As shown in this thread:

https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/903780\/discussions\/0\/1837937637897583188\/

There are a dozen ways to open a door, which shows you the variety of ways you have to solve problems. There are also RPG
elements in which you rescue specific people who can then update your skills, such as speed, stealthiness, lethality, etc.

It's also difficult, but not frustratingly so. It took me about a dozen tries to do the first mission\/rescue the first survivor, and
each time I failed it was clear why I did. This game has so much detail to it, so much color for such a bleak future, and so much
love put into it, I can't help but recommend it. Please do check it out, and thanks for reading my review.
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